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Capillary Electrophoresis (CE) separates compounds that differ in charge to hydrodynamic size ratio and is an excellent technique for the
analysis of polar compounds. The technique is particularly applicable to chiral separations. Chiral CE separation is achieved by adding a
chiral selector to the so called background electrolyte. The enantiomers then form fast, reversible equilibria with the selector. In this
paper a simple method development strategy for basic, acidic and neutral compounds is presented and illustrated with examples and
common pitfalls. Some important good working practices (background electrolyte buffer recipes, temperature, corrected peak area,
injection, polyimide coating removal from capillary ends) are highlighted, so that a good chiral separation can be developed into a robust
analytical method.

the United States Pharmacopeial Convention
(USP) [[3], [1]].
Since electrophoresis separates analytes that
differ in their charge to their hydrodynamic
size ratio in an applied electric field, a charge
on the analyte is a prerequisite for
electrophoretic mobility. Either the analyte
needs to have one or more charged
functional group(s) or need to form a
covalent bond or a reversible complexes with
either any of the background electrolyte
(BGE) components or an additive (e.g., a
chiral selector or a micelle). The use of
additives has led to several sub techniques,
such as chiral CE. It is in the field of chiral
Figure 1: Achiral and chiral separation of local anaesthetics. Reprinted with permission from [[27]and [10]].

Introduction
Capillary Electrophoresis has been used in
the pharmaceutical industry since the first
commercially available instruments appeared
on the market in the late 1980s. After a
decline in use during the first decade of this
century, a recent revival has been observed
[1]
, not least because of the increasing
prevalence of large biological molecules as
drugs. Electrophoresis has traditionally been
applied mainly to proteins and nucleic acids
(DNA, RNA) but CE is applicable over a wide
range of analytes and anything from small
inorganic ions to cell organelles and even
complete cells and viruses have been
analysed with CE. It is being used to
complement or to replace traditional gel
electrophoresis and chromatographic
techniques. Typical successful applications

for small molecule are chiral as well as achiral
purity determinations of drug substance and
products as well as the determination of
drug counter ions or small ions such as metal
ions, organic acids etc. Since CE works quite

separations that CE has had its major impact
in small molecule analysis. Chiral CE has the
advantage of promoting highly efficient
separations at a reasonable cost. In
comparison, chiral gas chromatography
shows effective enantioseparations but may
often include a time-consuming

well for protein analysis it has recently gained

derivatisation step. Furthermore, GC is only

an increased interest within the biotech

suitable for volatile and thermo-stabile

industry. The therapeutic proteins that are

compounds and consequently is less used

drug candidates need additional

today. Even though liquid chromatography

characterisation during drug discovery and

(LC) and supercritical fluid chromatography

development compared to traditional small

(SFC) have a general high success rate for

molecules. Furthermore, CE methods are

chiral separations, chiral CE is often better

being used for the quality control analysis of

suited for rapid screening of optimal

approved biotechnological drugs. That CE

conditions since the enantiomeric separation

has successfully gained a position in the

is generally faster in CE and there is no need

pharmaceutical and biotech industry is

for a long equilibration time when switching

demonstrated by the general chapters and

to a different chiral BGE. Moreover, CE has

monographs in pharmacopoeias e.g., the

been used to screening of selectors that later

European Pharmacopoeia (Ph.Eur.) [[2], [1]] and

have been successfully applied as chiral
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stationary phases in LC [4]. With CE it is
possible to screen multiple chiral selectors to
a much lower cost compared to the cost for
the purchase of one or more chiral columns,
which reduce the expenses for the method
development especially for novel
compounds. Furthermore, the low solvent
and solute consumption makes CE a more
environmentally friendly as well as a relatively
cheap technique. Finally, the high efficiency
in CE means that a rather small mobility
difference between enantiomers can be
sufficient for their separation. So a chiral
selector in CE is often more generally
applicable, i.e. resolves the enantiomers of
more compounds, than in LC [c.f. [5], [6]].
Figure 2: Starting point for chiral CE method development

Chiral CE
Chiral CE separation is achieved by adding a
chiral selector to the BGE. The enantiomers
form fast, reversible equilibria with the
selector. This means that part of the time an
enantiomer migrates free in the BGE, and
part of the time it migrates as an enantiomerselector complex. The apparent mobilities of
the enantiomers will change depending on

Figure 3: Separation window for a basic chiral compound in a BGE at low pH with low EOF and with a neutral chiral selector.

the strength of the complex (i.e. the

The separation window is between the mobility of the chiral selector (which is with the EOF) and the free mobility of the

equilibrium constants) and the mobility of

compound (which is the mobility in BGE without chiral selector).

the enantiomer-selector complex. In order to
separate the enantiomers, a few
requirements need to be met. First of all,
either the enantiomers or the selector have
to be charged. Furthermore, the enantiomers
of a chiral molecule need to have different
affinities for the chiral selector, and/or the
enantiomer-selector complexes need to
differ in mobilities [[7] - [9]]. A typical example
of a chiral separation is shown in Figure 1.
The top trace shows an achiral CE separation
of five local anaesthetic (LA) drug molecules.
In the bottom trace, 10 mM dimethyl-βcyclodextrin is added as the chiral selector to
the BGE and the enantiomers of all LAs are
efficiently separated [[10], [27]]. For the local
anaesthetic ropivacaine, marked 3, this
system was further developed into a quality

Figure 4: Separation window for an acidic compound at a high-pH electrophoresis buffer (fast EOF) with an uncharged chiral

control method [[11], [12]] and the method has

selector in chiral CE (top) and CE-MEKC (bottom). The neutral chiral selector migrates with the EOF. In the top trace, that

been taken up in the Ph.Eur. and USP [[13], [14]].

means that the separation window is between the mobility of the compound free in solution and the EOF. For the acidic analyte

Cyclodextrins (CDs) are commonly used as

enantiomeric separation (the charged CDs were unsuccessful), the separation window was enlarged by using micelles. When

in this example that gives a narrow separation window. As a neutral CD was the only chiral selector that resulted in some

chiral selectors, as there is a wide variety of
CDs available and they absorb little UV light

micelles were added to the electrophoresis buffer, micellar electrokinetic chromatography (MEKC) took place. The analyte of
interest had some affinity for the micelle and migrated later than in free solution. When the neutral CD, which migrated with the
EOF, was added, the separation window was enlarged and the enantiomeric separation of this compound was successful.

at the common detection ranges. This makes
CDs rather popular, although the

mirror image. The poor characterisation can

disadvantages are that they are poorly

give supplier or batch-to-batch

characterised and only exist in one absolute

reproducibility issues [e.g. [11], [15], [18]]. Other

configuration. The latter means that one

chiral selectors that have been used are e.g.,

cannot change the order of migration of

chiral crown ethers, optically active micelles,

enantiomers in a system by exchanging the

bile salts, macrocyclic antibiotics, proteins

chiral selector from one configuration to its

and ion-pair selectors.

Method Development
In CE, the analyte needs to carry charge,
either by itself or by complexation with e.g. a
chiral selector. In chiral CE, different starting
points are applied for the enantiomeric
separation of basic, acidic or neutral
analytes. Figure 2 sketches our experience
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Figure 5: Enantiomeric separation of the eight enantiomer pairs of tetrapeptide Tyr-Arg-Phe-Phe-NH2. BGE consisted of
100 mM phosphoric acid, 88 mM triethanolamine (pH 3.0) and 10 mM heptakis(2,6-di-O-methyl)-β-cyclodextrin. Reprinted from
[40] with permission from Elsevier.

The high EOF decreases the time it takes for
the analyte to reach the detector. The
separation window for the analyte becomes
rather small in case of an uncharged selector
migrating with the EOF (Figure 4). One
possibility to improve the separation window
is to use a charged selector. Although there
are alternative solutions to improve the
separation window when there is no
appropriate charged selector for the
enantiomers at hand. An increase in the
separation window can be obtained in the
case of an uncharged chiral selector e.g., by
using a coated capillary or by influencing the
migration of the free enantiomer, such as
with CD MEKC (explained in Figure 4) or with
a dual CD system (explained in [[16], [17]]). An
interaction or partition to an achiral micelle
or with a charged CD, that not necessarily
exhibit stereoselective interaction with the
analyte, will promote a migration of the
enantiomers delayed from the EOF. This
delay increases the separation window.
For the separation of neutral analytes, the
selector must be charged or the charge has
to be induced on the enantiomers with CDMEKC or a dual CD system similar as
mentioned above for acidic enantiomers.

Figure 6: Selection of cyclodextrin for the enantiomeric separation of adrenaline in local anaesthetic solutions for injection.
Sample: (1) 17 µg/ml adrenaline HCl, (2) 18 µg/ml lidocaine and (3) 15 µg/ml bupivacaine HCl. Conditions: BGE: 0.10 M
phosphoric acid, 0.07 M triethanolamine (pH 2.5), cyclodextrin as in figure, 75 µm i.d. × 64.5 cm (56.0 cm to detector) fusedsilica capillary, temperature 25 oC, sample injection 30 mbar × 3 s, BGE injection 30 mbar × 3 s, applied voltage +24 kV (initial
ramping over 30 s). Detection at 200 nm (4 nm bandwidth). DM-β-CD heptakis(2,6-di-O-methyl)-β-cyclodextrin; HP-β-CD
hydroxypropyl-β-cyclodextrin; CM-β-CD Carboxymethyl-β-cyclodextrin; HDAS-β-CD heptakis-(2,3-diacetyl-6-sulphato)-βcyclodextrin. Reprinted from [41] with permission from Elsevier.

for a typical starting situation. The strategy to
select a starting point for a basic analyte is
usually relatively simple. At a low pH, at least
two pH units below a basic analyte’s pKa, it is
mainly (≥ 99%) charged and at a low pH (i.e.
below pH 4) also the electro-osmotic flow
(EOF) is low. This means, that either a
charged or an uncharged chiral selectors can
be used. The advantage of using an
uncharged selector is that it does not
contribute to the ionic strength of the
electrolyte and therefore does not increase
the current and Joule heating. An uncharged
selector migrates with the electro-osmotic
flow and the separation window for the
enantiomers is between the migration of the
unaffected analyte, i.e. the migration velocity

of the enantiomeric analytes with no selector
present, and the EOF (Figure 3). For basic
analytes with a BGE at a low pH and slow
EOF, the separation window is rather large.
The advantage of a negatively charged
selector is that it migrates slower than or in
reverse direction of the EOF, which enlarges
the separation window further. The
disadvantage of a charged selector is that it
can contribute considerately to the ionic
strength of the system, resulting in (often
too) high currents.
For acidic compounds, the strategy to obtain
enantiomeric separation requires usually
more attention. At a high pH, over 2 pH units
over the pKa, the analyte is charged but a
high pH (i.e. pH ≥ 8) also gives a fast EOF.

Once a selector that gives enantioselective
interaction for the chiral analytes is found,
the separation can be optimised. An
important factor affecting the separation is
the concentration of the chiral selector, as
the concentration will determine the
equilibria between the selector and the
enantiomers. Often pH, temperature, buffer
composition or the magnitude of the EOF
can also affect the enantiomeric separation
so these parameters should be investigated
as well, preferably in a multifactorial design.
In the literature there are many examples
both for method optimisation as well as
robustness testing applying chemometrics
[e.g. [12], [19] - [25]]. An additional factor that
needs attention during robustness testing is
the purity of the chiral selector. Often batchto-batch variability results in a change in
chiral resolution. The robustness test should
include testing of selectors from different
suppliers and batches and result in a system
suitability test (SST) with appropriate
requirements, such as resolution.

Pitfalls and Examples
It is key to find the right chiral selector. The
most important point here is not to be
prejudiced. Because of the high efficiency in
CE, you need very little difference in selector
interaction between the enantiomers in order
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Table 1: Resolution of the eight enantiomer pairs of tetrapeptide Tyr–Arg–Phe–Phe-NH2. Conditions: 10 mmol/l cyclodextrin in 0.100 mol/l phosphoric acid and 0.088 mol/l triethanolamine (pH
3.0). T = 30°C, UV detection at 200nm. From [[27]] with permission.

Configuration
of
tetrapeptide

0

DM-β-CD +
TM-β-CD2)

DM-β-CD2)

0

0

7.4

7.5

0

0

6.2

6.7

0

1.5

0.7

0.6

0

1.1

4.1

1.5

1.2

4.5

4.6

0

0

2.7

2.0

0.4

2.5

2.4

1.0

0

1.4

2.4

0

1.3

1.2

3)

3)

3)

3)

0

0.6

β-CD1)

M-β-CD1)

DM-β-CD1)

DLDD / LDLL

0.7

2.3

6.2

DDDD / LLLL

1.1

2.5

7.4

LDLD / DLDL

1.1

0

DLLD / LDDL

0.9

DDLD / LDLL
LLLD / DDDL
LDDD / DLLL

3)

DDLL / LLDD

Resolution

2.3

1.2

3.6

TM-β-CD1)
0

γ-CD1)

3.1

3.3

1) Capillary: 80.5 (72.0) cm x 50 µm I.D., V = 30 kV.
2) Capillary: 64.5 (56.0) cm x 50 µm I.D., V = 25 kV.
3) Not available at the time of analysis

to obtain chiral resolution. For example,
although it is often stated that you need an
aromatic group to resolve enantiomers with
cyclodextrin as chiral selectors, it was
demonstrated that some non-aromatic
dipeptides could be separated with several
different uncharged CDs [[18][13],[26]].
A commonly made error is that too few
selectors are tested during the initial
screening phase. As demonstrated in Figure
5, it is very hard to predict separation. The 16
different forms of a tetrapeptide, sorted as
eight enantiomeric pairs, resolved very
differently in the same system. A screen of
different CDs for separation of these
tetrapeptide enantiomers gave different
results for each CD (Table 1).
However, sometimes the highest resolution
from an initial test will not necessarily lead to
the optimum separation. For the
enantiomeric separation of adrenaline, which
can be present in local anaesthetic (LA)
solutions, a screen of suitable selectors was
performed. The aim was to obtain
enantiomeric separation of adrenaline,
preferably undisturbed by the presence of
any of the LAs that could be present in the
injection solution (Figure 6), in order to
investigate racemisation of adrenaline during
shelf life. The highest resolution for
adrenaline was obtained with HDAS-β-CD,
but the best separations were with DM-βCD. In the latter system, rac-adrenaline was
well separated and migrated before the LAs.
The LAs are present in 1000x higher
concentrations than L-adrenaline in injection
solutions, and with the migration order in the
system using DM-β-CD the disturbance on
adrenaline of the LAs was least. The example
also demonstrates the importance of
working with real samples in method
development and validation.

Good Working Practice
To move on from a good separation to a
robust and sensitive method, we need to
adopt good working practices on top of
fundamental knowledge and understanding
of the technique and its modes of operation.
While all aspects of CE good working
practice cannot be discussed here, there are
some important points worth highlighting.

(pKa 2.85) as buffering component. The
change in pH due to the electrolysis of water
in phosphoric acid - NaOH buffers after
applying voltage is illustrated in Table 2. The
best buffering capacity is obtained at as high
buffer concentration as possible and with a
pH within one pH unit from the pKa [[28], [29]] of
the buffer protolyte. The buffering capacity
steeply reduces the more the pH deviates
from the pKa value of the weak acid in
the buffer.

Electrolyte System
For all CE methods, chiral or achiral, it is
paramount to describe the electrolyte system
unambiguously. This is best done by
describing the exact concentrations for the
electrolyte components. For example, “make
a solution containing 100 mM phosphoric
acid and 88 mM triethanolamine. Check the
pH, which should be pH 3.0 ± 0.1” is to be
preferred over “100 mM phosphoric acid
adjusted to pH 3.0 with triethanolamine”. As
long as the electrolyte is buffering (which it
should) one drop more or less of the
triethanolamine does not change the pH
very much, but it does affect the ionic
strength of the system. Better reproducibility
is obtained when the ionic strength is
controlled. Consequently, one should use
appropriate volumetric glassware.
Although the above mentioned phosphate
triethanolamine electrolyte still has some
buffering capacity at pH 3.0, this sometimes
is not sufficient [[18]]. When the analytes have
pKa values close to the pH of the buffer and
when the buffer capacity is low, problems can
arise. Injection of a dipeptide in phosphate
buffer pH 3.0 gave enantiomeric resolution,
which disappeared with repeated injections.
This problem was easily solved by exchanging
phosphoric acid (pKa 2.15) to malonic acid

Table 2: Change in pH in phosphate buffer after applying
the voltage in CE. 0.100 mol/l phosphoric acid adjusted to
pH with NaOH. The rinse vial gives the original pH of the
solution. Between injections, the capillary is rinsed from this
vial, as to not vary the liquid levels in the inlet and outlet vials.

pH

pH 2.0

pH 2.5

pH 3.0

Rinse vial

2.0

2.5

3.0

Anode

1.9

2.3

2.4

Cathode

2.0

2.7

6.0

Temperature
The temperature control of a CE capillary is
important. Temperature influences
parameters such as the viscosity of the BGE
and pH and pKa values of buffers and
analytes which influences the chiral as well as
achiral equilibria in the BGE. For good
repeatability and reproducibility,
temperature therefore needs to be carefully
controlled. In chiral systems, temperature
may also influence the degree of complexation
of the enantiomers with the chiral selector.
Decreasing the temperature can either
increase or decrease the resolution [[30]].
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Table 3: Peak area and retention time data for 9 replicate chiral separations (n = 9) (Reprinted from ref [[33]] with permission).

Enantiomer 1

Enantiomer 2

Peak area ratio

Mean peak area

1199781

1246293

1.04

Mean corrected
peak area

103827

103841

1.00

Migration time (min)

11.55 (1.5 % RSD)

12.00 (1.5 % RSD)

Relative migration
time

0.962 (0.04 % RSD)

considerably improve the sample throughput
[e.g. [36][37]]. Interesting studies applying
electrophoretic microfluidic devices for fast
chiral separations have been published [[38], [39]]
and more studies will be published in the future.
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